Realtime Networking (TSN)

IoT / Embedded Security

(OTA) Update and Security

Industrial Grade Linux or why Debian (with

Ethernet-based, real-time capable communication for
automation is still a domain of proprietary fieldbuses (EtherCAT, ProfiNET and many more). Time Sensitive
Networking (TSN) as a standardized, deterministic (and
thus real-time capable) Ethernet solution is moving to
replace field buses and to provide for a standardization
of communication in automation, process engineering, automotive and other areas such as video/audio.
The basis for the application is a high-precision time synchronization of the participants and real-time-capable
operating systems. These requirements can be met with
Linux with Preempt-RT and PTP for time synchronization.

An introduction to the topics security and cryptography
with focus on the special requirements of embedded systems. Amongst others we present methods for secure
booting, secure updates, but also topics such as security
in networks.

In times of IoT and hence an increased need for security,
the topic of updates is getting more and more important.

ELBE) is the best choice

The course teaches the basics of real-time (determinism),
TSN, their implementation using hardware and software and
how this can be realized with Linux. Optimization of network
traffic under Linux such as XDP (eXpress Data Path) or DPDK
(Data Plane Development Kit) as well as time-accurate, isochronous sending of packets and much more will be discussed.
After the course, you will understand what TSN represents,
how to set up your system for this purpose and how to precisely determine critical parameters such as jitter or latency.

This training deals with topics such as:
Infiltration of malware, security of PLCs, introduction to
basic cryptographic procedures, application of firewalls including the latest kernel technologies, ISM, PAM, white list,
demonstration of Linux-based solutions and even BDEW
criteria and/or Common Criteria.
Generally speaking, it is about the „hardening“ of embedded
devices. And derived from this, it is about the necessity of updates (concept) and correct distribution (exemplary ELBE). Finally, an example will show you how data can be transferred
„securely“ from the sensor to the mobile application.

Here we show you solutions that are designed for the special needs of embedded systems. Secure updates even in
case of power failure, redundancy, roll-back capability and
supply of several devices (optional) are of course possible.
Updates from different media (USB, SDcard, ... network) are
supported as well as OTA (over the air) and thus optimizations regarding data size (Delta Update) and required
bandwidth.
Security is also a top priority for updates – therefore we
support signed update packages, X.509 certificates and secured transport routes.

Learn how to use E.L.B.E. to create a Debian based distribution that is exactly tailored to your needs. Learn about the
advantages this offers compared to Yocto (security, maintenance). And learn at the same time how to solve your management of versions and variants.
You will learn the basics of Debian (packages, dependencies, build process) and how to get your (reproducible) image. Using E.L.B.E. you build your own Debian package. And
you will get an overview of the topics Debian and Update
in terms of security.

Software:
none

Software:
none

Software:
Linutronix provides a USB HDD with a x86 64-bit Debian
system for the host. Furthermore, there is a Debian based
toolchain for an ARM based target system (running in a virtual machine) on the HDD.

Software:
Linutronix provides a USB HDD with a x86 64-bit Debian
system for the host. Furthermore, there is a Debian based
toolchain for an ARM based target system (running in a virtual machine) on the HDD.

Course duration:

Course duration:

Course duration:

Course duration:

Dates:

Dates:

Dates:

Dates:

Location:

Location:

Location:

Location:

1 day 09:00 - 17:00 h

19 April 2021
29 June 2021
29 October 2021
remote training (Zoom based)

4 days, each half day 09:00 - 13:00 h

19 - 22 January 2021
20 - 23 July 2021
14 - 17 December 2021
remote training (Zoom based)
All participants are allowed to take the HDD with them.

1 day, 09:00 - 17:00 h

14 April 2021
18 May 2021
03 August 2021
remote training (Zoom based)

Linux
Remote Training

1 day, 09:00 - 17:00h

15 April 2021
19 May 2021
04 August 2021
remote training (Zoom based)
All participants are allowed to take the HDD with them.

Program 2021

Linux Fundamentals – from bootloader to

Linux Internals

Yocto Introduction

Realtime Programming and Tracing

system

A course for those who already know Linux, but want to get
deeper into it.

Away from all marketing statements, this seminar is about
the actual content. What is Yocto? How does git work?
What about layers? Does every board need its own Yocto?
Does Yocto solve my variation problems? Does Yocto deliver
a reproducible result? What tasks do I have to expect from
creating my own distribution? Does Yocto help me with licensing issues and if so, how?

Each of these two workshops can be booked as a single
course. Especially for real-time applications, however, it
would be advisable to attend both courses.

A course for all who need to build an (embedded) Linux device.
The course starts with an overview of the Linux structure
and functionality, deals with the kernel as the central building block of Linux and gives an overview of the tools you
can use to create a Linux system for your hardware (build
systems). Debugging and application development environments are central topics of the second day. Among other
things, you will learn about the GNU compiler and the most
important debugging tools. The third and last day deals
with cross development, the difference to native development, the root file system of Linux and last but not least
with licenses and open source software.

It introduces the scheduling mechanisms of Linux, real-time, multicore, CPU isolation, various methods of inter-process communication and best practices for application development.
In addition, it is about driver development, how to build
your own kernel and integrate your own drivers into the
kernel. The program is rounded off with the topics realtime, tracing tools and Debian as an example of a package
system. In short – everything a developer is interested in
around Linux.

Learn how to create a sub-boot (bootloader) image with
Yocto. Or an SDcard image for booting your device.

Software:
Linutronix provides a USB HDD with a x86 64-bit Debian
system for the host. Furthermore, there is a Debian based
toolchain for an ARM based target system (running in a virtual machine) on the HDD.

Software:
Linutronix provides a USB HDD with a x86 64-bit Debian
system for the host. Furthermore, there is a Debian based
toolchain for an ARM based target system (running in a virtual machine) on the HDD.

Software:
Linutronix provides a USB HDD with a x86 64-bit Debian
system for the host. Furthermore, there is a Debian based
toolchain for an ARM based target system (running in a virtual machine) on the HDD.

Hands-On exercises:
The following exercises are planned: Shell, Cross Compiling
and Cross Debugging.

Hands-On exercises:
The following topics are planned: kernel, kernel drivers,
kernel build system; Debian

At the end of the course you will be able to integrate your
own application into Yocto, and understand what a device
tree is, how to build your own kernel and how to integrate
it into Yocto.

What is realtime? Do I need realtime? Which approaches are there under Linux to achieve realtime? What is the
Preemption-RT Patch? How do I have to configure my Linux
system for realtime? How do I evaluate the system? What
do I have to consider when writing a realtime application?
These and more questions are answered in this course.
From the makers of Realtime Linux!
Realtime Tracing starts with a short introduction to Linux
and Preempt-RT. This is followed by an explanation of uprobe and the performance counters, which provide important information for the analysis of RT problems. An
introduction to BPF (Berkeley Packet Filter) gives you a first
insight into this powerful tool, which is excellent for analyzing Linux systems.
Software:
Linutronix provides a USB HDD with a x86 64-bit Debian
system for the host. Furthermore, there is a Debian based
toolchain for an ARM based target system (running in a virtual machine) on the HDD.
Hands-On exercises:
Latency measurement with cyclictest and analysis of results; definition and generation of work-load with tools like
„hackbench”

Course duration:

Course duration:

Course duration:

Course duration:

Dates:

Dates:

Dates:

Dates:

Location:

Location:

Location:

Location:

All participants are allowed to take the HDD with them.

All participants are allowed to take the HDD with them.

All participants are allowed to take the HDD with them.

All participants are allowed to take the HDD with them.

5 days, each half day 09:00 - 13:00 h

01 - 05 February 2021
07 - 11 June 2021
18 - 22 October 2021
remote training (Zoom based)

5 days, each half day 09:00 - 13:00 h

15 - 19 March 2021
12 - 16 July 2021
08 - 12 November 2021
remote training (Zoom based)

5 days, each half day 09:00 - 13:00 h

25 - 29 January 2021
21 - 25 June 2021
22 - 26 November 2021
remote training (Zoom based)

each course 2 half days, 09:00 - 13:00 h

Our training courses for 2021 are remote courses due to
the actual situation.

We are also happy to offer you our training courses as inhouse / closed courses as well as individual training courses or workshops tailored to your needs.
We have far more training offers than we can present in
this flyer. For example:
Linux Requirement Workshop (1 day)
Security Workshop (2 days)
Debugging (1 day)
Workshop E.L.B.E. - Introduction (2 days)
Fastboot: Booting Linux in < 1 second (1 day)
Please, ask us, we will surely have a solution for your request.
You will also find current information, course offers, dates
and prices on our website.

22 - 25 February 2021
20 - 23 April 2021
13 - 16 September 2021
remote training (Zoom based)

LINUTRONIX GMBH

Bahnhofstrasse 3 | D-88690 Uhldingen - Mühlhofen
Telefon +49 7556 25 999 0 | Fax +49 7556 25 999 99
schulung@linutronix.de | www.linutronix.de

